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I. THE LONG, SLOW DECLINE OF ELZINGA-HOGARTY

The history of federal hospital merger enforcement could be likened to an episode of The Walking Dead: the protagonist, thinking her opponent vanquished, looks up to find the same foe, though worse for the wear, attacking her anew. After some successes in the 1980s, federal antitrust agencies lost six successive attempts to block hospital mergers in the 1990s. During that decade, courts accepted broad relevant geographic markets (“RGMs”). The apparent presence of many hospitals competing with the merging parties contributed to most of these losses. Economists retained by merging hospitals used the Elzinga-Hogarty (“E-H”) test to identify broad RGMs (as had economists retained by the Department of Justice (“DoJ”) and the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) in the late 1980s and early 1990s). E-H delineates a geographic market by iteratively analyzing patient flows to and from a hypothetical market. By the early 2000s, academic research had identified critical flaws in E-H, provided a more precise framework for studying competition between hospitals and generated new empirical tools for analyzing hospital markets.°

Starting in 2004, the FTC, armed with these new insights, went on a winning streak. It won a challenge to a consummated hospital merger, blocked several prospective mergers in court, and used the threat of litigation to induce several other hospitals to abandon their merger plans. Applying a similar analytic approach, the FTC also successfully challenged a physician group merger. Along the way, it also prevailed in two Circuit Courts of Appeals. Courts had come to accept the new approach to hospital merger analysis, and the E-H test was dead and buried. Or so it seemed.

In December 2015, the FTC filed for preliminary injunctions against two proposed hospital mergers: between Hershey Medical Center and PinnacleHealth in Pennsylvania and between Advocate Health Care and NorthShore University HealthSystem in the north Chicago suburbs. In both cases, District Court judges concluded that the FTC failed to define a proper RGM and denied an injunction. Both Courts relied on the logic of the E-H test, even though they did not explicitly refer to it by name. The agencies’ nemesis from the 1990s had come back to life.

° Cory Capps is a Partner, and Zenon Zabinski is a Senior Economist, at Bates White Economic Consulting in Washington, DC. David Dranove is the Walter McNerney Distinguished Professor of Health Industry Management at Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management in Evanston, IL.

The FTC chose to fight on, and, on appeal, the respective Circuit Courts reversed both decisions. They accepted the FTC’s proposed RGMs, recognizing that the lower Courts’ analyses shared the flaws of the E-H test. Both mergers were subsequently abandoned.

It appears the E-H test may now have breathed its last breath.

**A. The E-H Test and its Perils**

In 1989, the DoJ successfully blocked the merger of Rockford Memorial and Swedish American hospitals in Rockford, Illinois, applying E-H to define the RGM. *Rockford Memorial* effectively enshrined E-H as the standard method for geographic market definition in hospital merger cases for the next decade.3

The E-H approach to defining the RGM examines the fraction of sales of the relevant product in the geographic area by purchasers from outside the area (inflows) and the fraction of purchasers within the area that obtains the product from outside the area (outflows). An RGM must account for at least 75 percent of sales by firms inside the RGM, and inflows and outflows of the relevant product must be low.4 When applied to hospitals, E-H tends to generate large relevant geographic markets with many competitors. Nearly all mergers in such broad RGMs would fail to meet the concentration threshold in the Horizontal Merger Guidelines (“HMG”) for a “presumptively anticompetitive” merger.5

Even as courts used E-H to justify approval of hospital mergers, research demonstrated that hospital mergers systematically led to higher prices. In a 2000 paper, Vistnes advanced a two-stage model of hospital competition that helped resolve this tension. In the first stage, hospitals negotiate with insurers for network inclusion; in the second stage, hospitals compete for patients.6 Prices are determined in the first stage, where insurers are the primary customers. Therefore, while patient flow patterns “may suggest significant second stage competition, they shed little light on the magnitude of first-stage competition,” namely, the extent to which merging hospitals could exercise market power and raise prices to insurers.7 Subsequent research showed that a hospital’s bargaining leverage with insurers depends on the incremental value that the hospital brings to insurer networks.8 A 2003 paper by Capps et al. developed a metric for assessing this bargaining leverage, which they call Willingness to Pay (“WTP”).9 A hospital will command higher prices from insurers when there are few substitutes available from the perspective of insurers, thereby giving that hospital a high WTP.

These insights highlighted conceptual flaws of E-H for analyzing hospital mergers. E-H assumes that because some patients travel outside the geographic area for hospital care, many patients would travel if prices increased. However, since insurance largely insulates patients from the actual price of healthcare services, they are unlikely to respond to a price increase by switching providers (the “payer problem”).10 Moreover, while some patients may be willing to travel for hospital care, others will prefer to receive care locally. To market health plans to these patients, insurers need to include local providers in their hospital networks. Accordingly, a merger that reduces competition in a relatively small geographic area will enable the combined system to increase prices to insurers that market plans in that area, even though some patients in the area may
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be willing to bypass their local providers (the “silent majority fallacy”). The consequence of these flaws is that E-H tends to overstate the size of geographic markets and understate the potential for local mergers to enhance market power.

**B. The Hershey-Pinnacle Merger**

In December 2015, the FTC filed to block the merger between Hershey and Pinnacle, alleging that it would give the parties a 64 percent market share in a four-county area around Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The District Court ruled against the FTC, finding that “FTC’s four county ‘Harrisburg Area’ relevant geographic market is unrealistically narrow and does not assume the commercial realities faced by consumers in the region.” In reaching its conclusion, the Court quoted the Eighth Circuit’s *Little Rock Cardiology* opinion for the proposition that the “end goal [of geographic market definition] is to delineate a geographic area where, in the medical setting, few patients leave. . . and few patients enter.” Though the *Little Rock Cardiology* decision does not specifically refer to E-H, its analysis is based on the E-H test employed in *Rockford Memorial*.

The Court observed that 43.5 percent of Hershey’s patients came from outside the four-county area and concluded that high inflows “controvert the FTC’s assertion that [general acute care] services are ‘inherently local.’” The Court also asserted that the “19 hospitals within a 65 minute drive of Harrisburg” would “readily offer consumers an alternative” to accepting a price increase, even though 91 percent of area residents received care at a hospital within the four counties. In other words, the Court rejected the proposed four-county area as an RGM because it did not satisfy the E-H criteria that inflows and outflows are both small.

The FTC appealed the decision to the Third Circuit, which found that “[a]lthough the District Court correctly identified the hypothetical monopolist test, its decision reflects neither the proper formulation nor the correct application of that test.” Under the hypothetical monopolist test (“HMT”), a candidate RGM satisfies the test if a hypothetical monopolist of all firms in the region could profitably impose a small but significant and non-transitory increase in price (“SSNIP”).

The Third Circuit correctly observed that the District Court had applied the E-H method from *Rockford Memorial*, which referencing the payer problem and silent majority fallacy — it labeled a “discredited economic theory.” It criticized the lower Court for ignoring the fact that only 9 percent of patients leave the four-county area to receive care and for incorrectly neglecting the two-stage model of hospital competition:

Patients are relevant to the analysis, especially to the extent that their behavior affects the relative bargaining positions of insurers and hospitals as they negotiate rates. But patients, in large part, do not feel the impact of
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price increases. Insurers do. And they are the ones who negotiate directly with the hospitals to determine both reimbursement rates and the hospitals that will be included in their networks.

The Circuit Court concluded that a proper application of the HMT in hospital merger cases must be performed “through the lens of the insurers,” which the District Court had not done.21 It held that the FTC had properly defined the RGM, reversed the District Court’s decision, and directed it to issue a preliminary injunction. The parties then abandoned the transaction.

C. The Advocate-NorthShore Merger

Also in December 2015, the FTC and the State of Illinois filed to block the proposed merger of Advocate and NorthShore. The FTC alleged an RGM of northern Cook and southern Lake Counties (“the North Shore Area”) in which the parties owned six of eleven hospitals and had a 55 percent share.22

The FTC’s expert, Steven Tenn, proposed a candidate RGM consisting of hospitals satisfying specific criteria, including that they are not “destination hospitals,” such as academic medical centers that offer advanced services that patients travel long distances to obtain.23 Based on diversion analysis and other evidence, Dr. Tenn concluded that hospitals within his candidate RGM were sufficiently close substitutes that a hypothetical monopolist of the 11 included hospitals could profitably impose a SSNIP.24

The District Court rejected that RGM. It found that Dr. Tenn “offers no economic basis for the ‘destination hospital’ designation in his first criterion. . . . Even if he had, his rationale for excluding such hospitals—that they are not substitutes for Advocate and NorthShore—assumes the answer to the very question the geographic exercise is designed to elicit; that is, are the destination hospitals substitutes for the merging parties?”25 The Court also dismissed evidence that patients prefer to receive hospital care near their homes as “equivocal.”26

On appeal, the Seventh Circuit reversed the District Court’s decision, determining that the lower Court had incorrectly applied the HMT and that its analysis of the candidate RGM was flawed.27 It explained that using the HMT to identify the RGM is an iterative process: “[i]f a candidate market is too narrow, the test will show as much, and further iterations will broaden the market until it is big enough. . . . The district court seems to have mistaken those iterations for circularity.”28

The Circuit Court also concluded that Dr. Tenn’s exclusion of “destination hospitals” was valid, stating that “demand for those few hospitals differs from demand for general acute care hospitals like these parties’ hospitals, which draw patients from much small geographic areas.”29 And the Court rejected the assertion that the evidence that patients prefer to receive hospital care locally was “equivocal,” stating instead that “evidence on that point is strong.”30
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Finally, although the District Court’s analysis was not a direct application of E-H, as it was in the *Hershey* matter, the Seventh Circuit recognized that it nevertheless embedded a version of the silent majority fallacy. The Circuit Court observed that “insurers are the most relevant buyers” and that even if some patients are willing to travel, many are not. For that reason, “an insurer’s network must include either Advocate or NorthShore to offer a product marketable to employers” in the North Shore Area. Therefore, it found that the District Court erred in “focus[ing] on the patients who leave a proposed market instead of on hospitals’ market power over the patients who remain.”

The parties likewise abandoned the transaction after the District Court reevaluated the case and issued a preliminary injunction. The FTC’s winning streak in hospital merger cases was fully restored.

**D. Implications for Hospital Merger Analysis**

The precedent set by *Little Rock Cardiology* still holds in the Eighth Circuit. Nevertheless, in light of the more recent decisions by the Third and Seventh Circuits discussed above, and other opinions in the Sixth and Ninth Circuits, arguments that rely on E-H are unlikely to succeed going forward.

Although E-H may be unreliable for defining RGMs, patient flow analysis may aid evaluation of hospital mergers in other ways. One example is the use of diversion ratios, as Dr. Tenn employed in *Advocate* to measure the fraction of patients that would substitute among the hospitals included in his North Shore Area RGM rather than substitute to outside hospitals. Diversion ratios also provide a direct measure of how closely substitutable merging hospitals are.

This is consistent with recent court decisions. Although the Third Circuit ruled in *Hershey* that “relying solely on patient flow data is not consistent with the hypothetical monopolist test,” it nevertheless found it informative that 91 percent of patients residing in the four-county area did not leave the area for hospital care. In *Advocate*, the Seventh Circuit, in addition to placing great weight on Dr. Tenn’s diversion ratios, found the fact that 80 percent of patients travel less than 20 minutes for care compelling evidence that hospital services are largely local. In the same case, on remand, the District Court agreed:

> [T]he Court agrees with plaintiffs that “the Seventh Circuit did not hold that it is inappropriate to consider patient-level diversions;” it merely criticized how defendants and this Court interpreted them. . . . The purpose of the diversion ratios is to show whether the level of substitution between hospitals in the North Shore Area is high enough that, should a merger occur, the merged entity could profitably impose a SSNIP. (Citations omitted.)

Overall, the Courts recognized that patient travel patterns may be informative, but only if they are correctly interpreted in the context of the two-stage model of hospital competition.
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II. FUTURE BATTLEFRONTS IN HOSPITAL MERGER ENFORCEMENT

These cases provide clarity regarding hospital mergers that are likely to face stiff antitrust challenges. Absent strong failing firm or efficiencies arguments (and no strong alternative buyers), challenges to three-to-two and two-to-one mergers in smaller metro areas are likely to succeed. This does not describe most mergers, however. Given the ongoing wave of hospital consolidation, enforcement battles are unlikely to stop, but they likely will shift to different fronts.

A. Urban Mergers

While the repudiation of E-H and the adoption of the new two-stage modeling approach has clear implications for market definition in smaller metro areas, what is perhaps more startling is what the new approach says about market definition in larger metropolitan areas. Consider Chicago, which has nearly 80 hospitals, but no system that dominates the entire area. On the surface, the presence of so many hospitals and systems in a major metropolitan area suggests that further consolidation would not be presumptively anticompetitive. Yet the FTC chose the Chicago area as the battleground for its first case involving the new approach — its 2004 challenge to the consummated merger of Evanston Northwestern Hospital and Highland Park Hospital. FTC expert economist Deborah Haas-Wilson foreshadowed Dr. Tenn’s analysis in Advocate by describing how area employers specifically value access to hospitals in Chicago’s lakefront North Shore suburbs, an area immediately east of the RGM defined by the FTC in Advocate. Using the logic of the two-stage bargaining model, Dr. Haas-Wilson successfully argued that these suburbs represented an RGM.

The FTC has now successfully argued that two different slices of Chicago northern suburbs are RGMs. Nevertheless, questions remain about merger enforcement in large metro areas. For example, while the two-stage approach suggests that narrow slices of metropolitan areas may be RGMs, a purely qualitative analysis may lack a limiting principle, leading to the (likely incorrect) conclusion that all mergers of neighboring hospitals are anticompetitive. Economists can use the WTP measure to more precisely define an RGM, but it is not clear whether courts will find this quantitative approach dispositive. Perhaps with this in mind, Dr. Tenn employed multiple qualitative and quantitative criteria in arriving at his RGM. And while the Court was ultimately satisfied that a diversion ratio of 52 percent away from the area was sufficiently low to satisfy the HMT, both court precedent and economic literature provide little guidance regarding the correct threshold.

Similar questions regarding thresholds confront the other metrics commonly used by the agencies to evaluate hospital mergers. For example, in hospital merger cases, post-merger concentration has largely been well above the HMG thresholds for deals to be presumptively anticompetitive. Will courts block mergers that result in lower levels of concentration?

These issues, which have largely not been tested, are most likely to arise in merger cases in large urban areas.

B. Cross-Market Mergers

Of the hundreds of hospital mergers since 2000, the federal antitrust agencies have challenged only a handful. A key reason is that hospital merger enforcement has focused primarily on mergers that increase concentration within local markets. Most acquisitions, however, are by out-of-market systems. These are cross-market mergers.

A number of economists have recently begun studying such mergers. Motivated by concerns expressed by insurers that cross-market mergers enhance hospital bargaining leverage, a 2013 paper by Vistnes and Sarafidis proposed that merging parties may be able to command higher prices when they both serve a common customer, for example, a large employer with presence in both geographic markets. The basic intuition is that “even though a health plan may be able to continue marketing its plan to employers when they have one or two important ‘holes’ in their provider network, at some point a plan may have so many holes in its network that employers will be unwilling to offer that plan to their employees.”39 This means that even if hospitals are not substitutes from the perspective of individual patients, they may be somewhat substitutable from the
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perspective of insurers and employers. Under this theory, a cross-market merger could give hospitals the leverage needed to extract higher rates from insurers. Lewis and Pflum (2015) propose that information exchange between the merging entities may enhance their negotiating ability. That is, mergers do not create additional bargaining leverage, but rather a greater ability to use existing bargaining leverage.

Recent empirical research has found evidence that cross-market mergers do lead to higher prices. Dafny et al. (2016) present evidence that price increases resulting from cross-market mergers are larger when the merging hospitals share common insurers and when they are closer in proximity, suggesting the effect is driven by common customers. Meanwhile, Lewis and Pflum (2016) cautiously interpret evidence that price increases are larger when the acquiring system is large or the acquired hospital is small to imply that improvements in negotiating ability may play a role. Thus far, the antitrust agencies have not challenged cross-market mergers, but this could change as economic research lends greater insight into their potential effects.

Given this evidence, it could be tempting to conclude that the now standard approach to geographic market definition may, in fact, be drawing the market too narrowly, since hospitals can be somewhat substitutable from the perspective of insurers even when they are not from the perspective of patients. However, such a conclusion would be mistaken. In any merger analysis, there may be multiple RGMs. Even if distant hospitals were to provide some price constraint, this would not generally imply that a merger that increases concentration in a smaller RGM would not also lead to an increase in market power.

C. Vertical Mergers

After decidedly mixed results in the 1990s, a second wave of vertical integration (“VI”) that centered on local hospital systems launched in the mid to late 2000s, when hospital systems began acquiring physician practices at an rapid pace and increasingly entering into accountable care organization (“ACO”) arrangements, which effectively are partial risk contracts. Indeed, growing demand by insurers, including Medicare, for risk-based contracts could be driving VI.

A 2017 paper by Capps et al. provides evidence that VI has led to an increase in physician prices of as much as 14 percent three or more years post-integration, accounting for effects on both “facility fees” meant to cover costs for office space and equipment and “professional fees” meant to cover the cost of physician labor. In most insurer contracts, facility fees are mechanically higher when a hospital owns the facility, even if the “facility” is a physician office. This accounts for about half of the observed price increase. At the same time, a hospital, especially if it has some degree of market power, may have previously negotiated higher professional fees and may bill at those higher rates when it acquires a physician practice. Capps et al. do not find evidence of offsetting improvements in efficiency (i.e. no consistent pattern of lower utilization). The latter finding echoes that of earlier studies and suggests that VI may be anticompetitive or simply inefficient on average.

If VI does not enhance the hospital system’s bargaining leverage, then price increases could be negotiated away in future contracts. The fact that they seem to persist for at least three years suggests that VI does increase leverage. Theories advanced in studies of cross-market mergers offer some insight into how VI might increase bargaining leverage. Even though
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hospital and physician services are not direct substitutes, they are both sold by insurers as a part of a bundle. Since insurer profitability may depend in part on the quality of these bundles, mergers could result in price increases even when components of the bundle are not direct substitutes to end consumers. Unfortunately, this logic lacks a limiting principle and might justify opposition to all VI. The economics literature, as it currently stands, provides little guidance to enforcement agencies in vertical merger investigations.

In practice, the agencies have rarely challenged vertical mergers, and when they have, those challenges have usually resulted in behavioral remedies rather than injunctions. The exception is when VI includes an important horizontal component, in which case the agencies may simply challenge the merger on horizontal grounds. The most important example is FTC v. St. Luke’s, in which the FTC prevailed by showing that St. Luke’s acquisition of Saltzer Medical Group would likely increase prices for physician services.

While St. Luke’s did not successfully rebuff the FTC’s horizontal arguments, it argued that VI would generate substantial efficiencies. St. Luke’s efficiencies expert Alain Enthoven testified that the market was rapidly integrating and this both enhanced efficiency and served policy goals, for example, by promoting ACOs. The FTC’s expert, David Dranove, countered that the economic evidence in favor of efficiencies from VI was “unambiguously ambiguous” and that independent providers could contract with one another to create ACOs. The Court ultimately rejected St. Luke’s efficiency defense. Moving forward, questions remain regarding both efficiency arguments and theories of harm based on VI.

III. CONCLUSION

Court decisions in Hershey and Advocate have reaffirmed that the flaws of E-H make it inappropriate for geographic market definition in hospital merger cases. Specifically, evidence concerning patient travel patterns must be interpreted in light of the two-stage model of hospital competition. The likely effect is that future mergers of competing hospitals in smaller metropolitan areas are likely to be blocked, absent mitigating circumstances. Such mergers may still attempt to evade federal antitrust scrutiny under the state action doctrine by pursing Certificates of Public Advantage. Time will tell whether such efforts are merely a coincidence or the beginning of a trend. Nevertheless, a number of open questions regarding federal hospital merger enforcement remain, including the agencies’ treatment of urban mergers, cross-market acquisitions and vertical integration.

